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Scaling A Development 
Team And Optimizing 
Cloud Operations

Pogo Energy is a no deposit required, pay as you go, same day electricity provider of 
100% clean, renewable energy. Tridius Technologies met Pogo’s COO, through a referral 
by a previous employee, which speaks to Tridius’ ability to execute at an elite level in 
addition to building lasting, trusting relationships with people, including our own.  

Originally selecting AWS and a consulting partner to help deploy and manage their IaaS 
and PaaS services, in addition to custom development on top of AWS, they experienced 
challenges ranging from the proper selection and deployment of services to 
appropriately scaling and securing their environment. Pogo’s original solution resulted in 
a high risk, overly complex technology platform that created challenges for internal and 
external users and unusually high IT operating costs. 

After years on AWS, Pogo engaged Tridius to assess their business and technology 
requirements to develop a strategy, roadmap, and implementation to best meet their 
dynamic growth needs while properly stabilizing, scaling and securing their technology 
services. Migrating from AWS to Azure and providing the appropriate ongoing 
innovation, sustainment and optimization services has provided Pogo the technology 
platform they require to continue their track record of dynamic growth, impacting 
technology, operations, customer service and the customer portal.
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“I’m very proud of our work with Pogo. Within a month we shipped a successful release in Azure (and AWS). 
Thereafter, we were able to help them migrate billing to a more modern platform and implement a new 
payment platform. By focusing on DevOps, we have consistently shipped new features every month all 
while managing cloud costs.” 
– Tridius Technologies CTO

A key indicator of success has been that by saving 50% on the cloud spend and having a reliable release 
schedule, Pogo has been able to implement new features that customers have asked for, providing 
them with a sustainable competitive advantage. This project has paved the way for us to continue 
working on other areas with Pogo, receiving positive feedback such as the following:

They were able to scale up to over 500k transactions securely 
per year.

Increased stability and deployment velocity of the Pogo 
applications and data, from unplanned monthly outages prior 
to our intervention to planned maintenance outage windows 
of 15 minutes or less.

Added value to the customers through the development of a 
payment gateway that facilitates payments via IVR and 
multiple cash payment aggregators.

By implementing a rigorous DevOps process, Tridius has 
consistently delivered monthly releases to Pogo’s customer 
portal, payment gateway and mobile application.

We were able to integrate the new billing system with the CRM 
in order to be able to respond to customer needs in a timely 
manner through their contact channels.

Some of the highlights of the cloud operations optimization project:

“Through the partnership with Tridius, Pogo has been able to double the size of their market share while 
cutting cloud spend by 50%.”  
– Pogo COO

Solution Summary: 
Guided migration to a 
different cloud vendor and 
process optimization.

Company Overview: 
Operations in North America

Problem Summary: 
High operational costs due to 
cloud infrastructure and 
processes that needed 
optimization.




